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who retained the old title and in the main still continued to
discharge his former duties. He was the highest in rank
among the civil officials. No eunuch was allowed to hold this
office. He was the head of the city after the Emperor, and
was addressed as 'father of the city'. He was assisted in his
judicial activities by the Logothete of the Praetorium, and in
the administration of the city by the Symponos^ and also by a
numerous staff, as was always the case with the chief offices.
The Eparchikon Biblion, which deals with the activities of the
Prefect in the tenth century, gives detailed information
regarding his sphere of duty. He was the chief officer in
charge of the guilds, consequently he supervised trade and
commerce, controlled the police who guarded roads and
buildings, and formed a fire-brigade; he watched over the
Sunday rest, and inspected foreigners engaged in trade. The
supervision of aliens in the wider sense was under the control
of the Quaestor^ who also kept his former title. But his
province was combined with that of an office created by
Justinian, the Quaesitor. Some of the former imperial
secretaries were now transferred to his department and
acted as his subordinates. He was the head of a court of
appeal, and was a court of first instance for questions of wills
and guardianship. The department for petitions was the
only one which continued independently in the office called
epi ton dees eon.
The Sekretikoi, named after their offices which were called
Sekreta^ were mostly financial officials; their superiors in
rank were usually called Logothetes (literally accountants);
the others were named Chartularii (actuaries), and the names
of their departments were always specially added. Here the
separate offices appear which had developed out of the
finance department of the Praetorian Prefecture, though
their field of activity could often be widened at the expense of
other former offices: thus the Logothetes ton genikou who was
responsible for the administration of the land tax, and was
therefore a particularly important official, also supervised the
contributions for the upkeep of aqueducts and the revenues
from mines. There were separate departments in his office
for the assessment and for the collection of taxes. The
Logothetes tou Stratiotikou controlled the pay and the commis-

